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Chase has some of the most sought-after travel rewards credit cards on the market and always likes to make a big impression during the initial release of its exclusive travel rewards cards. Chase Sapphire Preferred® Map became known for its unique metal design years before it became a trend, while
Chase Sapphire Reserve® made a splash with a huge 100,000-point registration bonus as an introductory offer when it was first released. Now that the buzz has settled, it's time to take a closer look at these 2 best rewards travel credit cards. Side by side ComparisonBoth of these Chase cards can help
you earn a lot of Chase Ultimate Rewards points, but that's not all they offer. Let's see what they both have in common and where they differ so you can decide which one is right for you. Sign up for BonusCurrently, Sapphire Preferred offers 60,000 Ultimate Rewards points as a sign-up bonus for making
$4,000 in purchases within the first 3 months after the account opening date. After the initial offer of a 100,000 point registration bonus, the Sapphire Reserve held at 50,000 for the same spending needs ($4,000 in purchases for the first 3 months). Annual collection and creditsIt's where we see a big
difference between the two cards. Sapphire Reserve comes with $550, which is not abandoned in the first year, making this card a kind of investment with the original fee hitting upfront. However, there are many valuable advantages that often make this card worth the cost (we'll mention some below).
Sapphire Preferred comes with a $95 annual fee, which is also not abandoned in the first year. Another advantage that distinguishes these 2 cards from each other is that Sapphire Reserve comes with a $300 annual travel loan that can help reduce the cost of carrying this card in your wallet. Each year,
when you receive a $300 travel credit, that automatically reimburses you for a wide range of travel expenses, including Uber. It also included a $60 DoorDash loan that will automatically reimburse your first $60 in DoorDash purchases each year. Global travelers should be aware that membership in
Global Entry also includes TSA PreCheck.Cardmembers will also receive a credit for a statement for global entry or a TSA PreCheck application fee of $100 or $85, respectively, every 5 years. These tourist loans can only provide up to $400 in credits during the first year with the card. Bottom line:
Sapphire Preferred is a great starting card, but The Sapphire Reserve comes with a lot of loans - such as a $300 annual travel loan and a $60 DoorDash loan - that can help offset that upfront $550.Earning and value both of these cards are perfect for people, regularly dine and travel as those are the two
main bonus categories. They do, however, come with slightly different rates of earnings. (Remember that the travel category is not just hotels and flights, however. Travel also includes Uber, taxis, train tickets and more.) These 2 cards are also very similar when redeemed through the travel portal Chase.
Sapphire Preferred earns 2x points for every dollar spent on all restaurants and travel, and 1x on all other purchases. In addition, the card earns 5 points per dollar on Lyft purchases. Points redeemed for travel through the Chase Travel Portal with this card receive 25% of the impact, making a 60,000-
point bonus worth $750 for travel buybacks, which include flights, hotels, car rentals and more. Sapphire Reserve earns 3x points for every dollar spent on all lunch and tourist purchases and 1x for all other purchases. The card also earns a whopping 10 points per dollar on Lyft purchases. Points
redeemable that are connected to this card for traveling through Chase Travel Portal get a 50% kick, making it a 50,000-point registration bonus worth up to $750.Both of these cards earn Ultimate Rewards points, valuable currency points that is extremely flexible when you are looking to redeem them.
You can book any flight at any time with your points directly through the Chase Travel portal, where your points have a fixed cost of 1.25 or 1.5 cents per point for the purchase of travel. Both cards also offer the option to transfer their points to a number of airlines and hotel loyalty programs at a rate of 1:1
almost instantly, giving you the opportunity to really maximize the value of your points - if used wisely! We've outlined some of the best ways to redeem your Ultimate Rewards points for maximum value if you're looking for ideas! Get to Hawaii with fewer miles! Transfer your Ultimate Rewards points to
British Airways Avios to book a one-way flight from the west coast just 12,500 miles away in the economy world. Travelers will easily use their Ultimate Reward glasses with a variety of different travel partners and the flexibility of booking directly through Chase.Hot Tip: If you have other Credit Chase
cards that earn Ultimate Rewards, you can combine them with any of these cards. Travel Benefits and ProtectionEach these cards comes with a wide range of travel perks: like many other cards there are no foreign transaction fees, and extra insurance will protect your travel and shopping with some of
the best travel coverage available. While some of the levels of travel protection are similar, let's highlight the main differences: One of the best benefits of traveling To Sapphire Reserve is access to 1,000 airport lounges with free memberships in the Priority Pass, helping frequent flyers travel in comfort
and style while at airports throughout In addition, the Sapphire Reserve card includes a free 1-year Lyft Pink membership for major cardholders. This subscription usually costs $19.99 per month, and includes excellent benefits like a 15% discount on lyft, Lyft, cancellation fees, free Lyft bike and scooter
rides, and more. Both cards offer primary car rental insurance, which insures your car rental before you go through your personal car insurance. Any differences here are insignificant and will not be noticed by a normal traveler. Hot tip: The main difference when it comes to car rental insurance is that
Sapphire Preferred doesn't cover expensive or exotic cars - and Sapphire Reserve offers additional coverage of up to $75,000 in refunds for collision theft. (For more information on the top card to cover, check out our portion: Best credit cards to cover car rental insurance and for additional car rental
specifics for Sapphire Preferred option, check out: Maximum car rental insurance and cover benefits with Sapphire Preferred Card) Both cards also offer roadside assistance, but Sapphire Preferred charges $59.95 per call service, while Sapphire Reserve offers 4 free call service for up to $50 each year.
Shopping protection adds extra insurance to purchases made with your card. Both offer up to $50,000 in claims per year, but Sapphire Reserve protects up to $10,000 per claim while Sapphire Preferred offers $500 per claim. The protection of travel that covers lost or delayed luggage and cancellations
are identical, while travel delay coverage and traffic accident coverage comes with a few extended benefits on the Sapphire Reserve.Bottom Line: Both cards offer significant travel protection for the average traveler and solid protection against purchase. Sapphire Reserve is ideal for those who benefit
from extended benefits and 3x bonus categories. Authorized users preferred by Sapphire no longer offer bonus points when an authorized user is added to their account. But there's also no charge for adding an authorized user, and it's a great way to earn more points from your spending! The Plaza
Premium lounge at London's Heathrow Airport is just one of 1,000 lounges around the world that can be accessed through your Priority Pass membership. Image courtesy of plaza-network.com.The Sapphire Reserve charges $75 for each authorized user added to your account and also does not offer a
bonus for it. However, it offers an additional Priority Pass Select card that provides access to the waiting room for authorized users. Final ThoughtsBoth of these cards offer incredible benefits and protection of travel, offering a flexible rewards program with fantastic value and earning potential for almost
everyone. Sapphire is the perfect card for those looking for their first rewards travel credit card. With a $0 entrance fee and 2x points for $1 spent on all trips and restaurants, it should give you an idea of what travel rewards credit cards can do for you. It's also a great map for those who may not have
immediate travel plans, but to start saving valuable and flexible currency bonus points. With a lower annual fee, keeping this card long is not much investment and this will keep your points from expiring as long as you keep the card open. Sapphire Reserve is the perfect map for a frequent traveler who
takes full advantage of all travel credits (remember, Uber is considered travel too!), the enhanced benefits of travel, and protection. Frequent travelers will also be able to take advantage of the great advantage of increasing earning capacity with 3x points for all travel and dining purchases. The bottom line
is that Sapphire Preferred is a great place to start. If you get a card (or already have one) and notice that you could benefit from an increase of up to 3x points on travel and meals or some perks that will make your journey better, then you can apply for Sapphire Reserve.Just remember both of these cards
fall under the 5/24 rule from Chase, which is just another incentive to make these best rewards travel credit card priorities in your portfolio! Few credit cards can compete with the Chase Sapphire Reserve card® when you are looking for a premium credit card. There are also several, if any, travel rewards
cards that offer the best selection of travel insurance benefits. Travel insurance benefits and protections that come with your credit card can provide valuable help if your trip is disrupted, reimburse you for expenses if something goes wrong during your travels, and more. It is becoming increasingly
important to have a level of travel insurance for peace of mind and make you whole after an unexpected event. Although the travel insurance that comes on your credit card is not designed to take the place of a comprehensive travel insurance policy, it can provide sufficient coverage for most of the trips
you make. We're going to talk today about why we like the travel insurance package that comes with the Chase Sapphire Reserve card, plunging deep into the specific travel insurance coverage you can expect on the map. We'll also look at how the coverage works, take a look at the lawsuit process if
something goes wrong, and in the end, give you all the other reasons we like the map for frequent travelers. Chase Sapphire Reserve Card - Travel Insurance Benefits and Protection there are so many reasons we like the Chase Sapphire Reserve card as a whole and we will cover those later in our
article. At this point, we are going to go right into the center of our review, travel insurance benefits and protections offered on the map. Some benefits or remedies can save you money, others provide assistance during your travels, and in at the same time, others offer peace of mind. Here's our
breakdown of travel insurance that can be found on your Chase Sapphire Reserve card. Auto Rent Clash Damages WaiverTravel Insurance Insurance What comes on your card can save you money and provide valuable protection. Image Credit: Hertz.comThe auto rental insurance coverage on your
Chase Sapphire Reserve card can save hundreds of dollars on a car rental bill. Simply reserve and pay the rental car with the card, opt out of the collision of the car rental agency damage waiver (CDW) or loss of damage waiver (LDW) coverage, and get primary car rental coverage for theft or damage to
a rental car. Primary coverage means that you don't have to file a claim with another insurance company first. Additional coverage includes loss of usage fees and reasonable and routine towing fees. You and the authorized drivers listed in the lease are covered by insurance. Restrictions and coverage
conditions apply, including: a $75,000 limit covering the Rental period may not exceed 31 daysRespentary insurance and loss of personal belongings not covered by the Pensions reimbursed by other insurance not covered by anantique vehicles, vans that carry more than 9 people, motorcycles/bikes,
limousines, and recreational vehicles not covered by the Bottom Line: Sapphire Chase Reserve card comes with primary rental car insurance. If a car rental agency charges $20 a day for this coverage, you can save $140 for each 7-day rental by reducing the agency's collision-hire damage waiver or loss
of damage waiver coverage. Cancelling a trip and interrupting a trip when you pay for a trip in part or in full with the Chase Sapphire Reserve card, or with Ultimate Rewards points earned on your card, you can receive an allowance if your trip has to be cancelled or interrupted for a reason. Examples of
events covered may include: Severe weather that prevents you from starting a trip or deters you from continuing your travelsIllness or the death of your nearest family member or travel companion. such as tour operator, airlines, or other general carriersThe repaid prepaid costs charged on car hire or
travel agenciesOn interruption of the trip, $250 for emergency ground transportationThe cancellation of the trip/interruption coverage that comes with the Chase Sapphire Reserve card pays up to $10,000 per person per trip, up to $20,000 per occurrence, and up to a maximum of $4,000 in 12-month
period. Examples of losses that will not be covered may include: Cancellation of the tour operator (if due to severe weather) you will change your plansPre-existing conditionsWarFinancial insolvency of travel providersLosses that occur on trips exceeding 60 daysHot Travel cancellation and travel
interruption insurance, which comes with a credit card, including the Chase Sapphire Reserve Card, does not cover voluntary travel cancellations. If you think you may have to cancel a trip, you should buy Cancellation for any reason that provides coverage regardless of the reason for the cancellation.
Delay delaying DelayTrip delays can lead to unforeseen costs for the traveler. Travel insurance on the Chase Sapphire Reserve card can help. Image Credit: Miguel Angel Sanz via UnsplashTrip delays more than 6 hours or overnight to cause travel delays to cover reimbursement on your Chase Sapphire
Reserve card. You and your family can get up to $500 for each ticket you buy, for a trip, for non-retribution for random incidents, accommodation and meals. Lost baggage refundsIf your checked or carry-on luggage is lost, stolen or damaged, you can get up to $3,000 per person per trip. There is a sub-
limit of $500 included in the $3,000 maximum for valuable items such as jewelry watches, and specific electronics. Baggage DelayWhen your bags are delayed by more than 6 hours, you can get up to $100 a day for 5 days to reimburse essentials such as clothing, toiletries, and cell phone charger.
Roadside AssistanceMake is just a challenge if you have a roadside emergency and get help with services such as flat tire replacement, emergency fuel, jump-start service, towing, lock-outs, and more. The number of insurance calls each 12-month period is limited to 4 and the maximum coverage is $50
per call service. Any costs for this amount will be levied on the Chase Sapphire Reserve card. Emergency Evacuation and TransportationPay are at least part of your shared carrier trip with your Chase Sapphire Reserve card. Then, if you or your next of kin become injured or sick during your journey and
need emergency evacuation, the card can provide up to $100,000 in insurance. Travel must be at least 5 days long, no more than 60 days long, and the traveler must be more than 100 miles from home. This is not an insurance refund - you should call the benefits administrator at the time of the incident to
initiate emergency transport. Emergency Medical and Dental BenefitsIt is rare to find any medical or dental coverage provided on a credit card, but the Chase Sapphire Reserve Card offers this advantage to its cardholders and qualifying family members. Here's how the coverage works: Provides up to
$2,500 ($50 deuce) for emergency medical care or dental services while covered tripUp up to $75 a day for 5 days for the hotel if ordered by the attending physician Emergency Medical/Dental Services, hospital room, ambulance, medications and materials are examples of covered items The trip should
be more than 100 miles away from residenceTravel Accident Insurance The advantage is rarely used, but it can provide peace of mind knowing that if a covered death or dismemberment occurred during you or your family's general carrier trip, no benefit can be afforded. The map comes up up $1,000,000
in coverage. Travel and emergency assistanceWhy you need help in planning your trip or need help while traveling, you will have access to a special phone line 24/7. Get help such as emergency transport assistance, transfer, medical and legal referrals, assistance with lost passports or replacement of a
ticket in emergency cases. The card holder is responsible for the actual services. Bottom line: The Chase Sapphire Reserve Card comes with one of the best collections of travel insurance benefits and protections available. To find out about additional credit cards also offering travel insurance, check out
our list of the best credit cards for travel insurance. How to file claimKnowing before you travel, what information you will need to apply for travel insurance can make this process easier. Image Credit: Aman JHA via PexelsThe best time to think about filing a travel insurance claim before the event
happens. Before you arrive on a trip, it makes sense to take a few minutes to find out how you or your fellow travelers can get help if your trip is interrupted. Considering the process of how to contact the claims administrator along the way, if necessary, can save money and frustration after not following
the correct procedure for coverage to be valid. The advance review of the claims process also makes it easier to collect the necessary information during failures, such as photographs or statements from a travel service provider, compared to attempting to obtain the necessary documentation after
arriving home from an aborted trip. Here's what you need to know about filing a lawsuit for Chase Credit Card Travel Insurance Benefits and/or Protection. The time of EssenceEach's specific travel insurance insurance stated the timing to report the claim, submit a completed and signed claim form, and
provide all necessary documents. Otherwise, it may jeopardize the processing of your claim. The best rule is to contact the claims administrator as soon as the event occurs. This action can also help you get proper instructions on how to proceed to make sure your expenses are covered. Documentation
is importantYy you will be asked to submit documentation for your claim to be handled properly. Keep in mind that Chase does not process your claim because the card issuer uses a third-party claim administrator. You may be asked to provide any of the following information. Completed and signed claim
formOur credit card statement, which includes the last 4 card numbers and receipts showing what you paid for Car with a suitable card and/or related pointsA a copy of your general carrier ticket and itineraryUbly medical documents and/or death certificateMeament from the travel service provider on why
the trip was Canceled, or delayedReceipts for purchases and food expenses receipts over $50Copi of cancellation or refund policy of the travel providerThe first additional documentation requested by the Administrator of theHot Board benefits: The claims process will be easier if you have saved receipts,
kept tour operator cancellation/return documentation policies, and copies of your information on tickets and routes. Everything else you need to know From your list of Chase Sapphire Reserve Card Travel Benefits is a review only. We have also reduced coverage descriptions. You will need to access the
official benefit guide for the card for conditions, ongoing coverage restrictions, and claim procedures. Also, note that most travel insurance benefits that come with credit cards are usually secondary to other insurances you might have that would otherwise cover the loss. For example, if an airline
compensates you for your loss of baggage, you will only have credit card insurance for any excess losses you incurred after the airline pays (up to the coverage limit). Why we like the OverallIn card supplement to one of the best travel insurance offers among credit cards, the Chase Sapphire Reserve
Card comes with strong incomes, foreclosure options, loan statements, and additional benefits. Here are some of the reasons why we like this travel award award card. EarningThe Chase Sapphire Reserve Card earns valuable, and flexible, Ultimate Rewards points on every purchase you make. Here's
how you'll earn points on the card: Generous welcome bonus3x earnings on travel and dining5x earnings in supermarkets (up to $1,500 per month in shopping until June 2020)10x profit on Lyft rides (until March 2022)1x profit on all other purchasesRedeeWhen Comes time to redeem your Ultimate
Rewards points, You'll have several options offering different values: Transfer Ultimate Rewards to airline outlets and hotel partners to redeem for reward tickets or free hotel nightsRedeem through Chase Travel Portal for 1.5 cents eachRedeem for loan statement or cashback at 1 cent eachRedeem for
gift cards, experience, merchandise, or on Amazon and AppleOther foreclosure values vary, but always aim to get at least 1 percent of the redemption points as you can cash in. Transferring Ultimate Rewards points to your travel partners could potentially be the most important for your points. You can
also find good value through the Chase Travel portal, using 1.5 cents each points for low-cost flights. Applying CreditsReceiving statement credits for purchases you will make anyway is an effective way to offset the card's annual fee. Here's a statement of credits you can From Chase Sapphire Reserve
Card: $300 Travel Statement Credit - Every anniversary card of the year, you will get a refund for your travel trip in the form of a loan statement of up to $300.Global Entry or TSA PreCheck Refund fee - Once every 4 years, You can get up to $100 refund for global entry fees or $85 for TSA
PreCheck.DoorDash Loans - Get $60 for calendar year out of statement credits for DoorDash Food Delivery Shopping until 2021.Enjoy unlimited access to Priority Pass halls worldwide and bring up to 2 guests with free Priority Pass Select memberships. Plaza Premium First Lounge Hong Kong. Image
Credit: Greg StoneAdditional BenefitsComplimentary Priority Pass Select Membership - Enjoy access to more than 1,200 airport lounges and lounge alternative properties around the world with your membership. You will also be able to attract 2 additional guests at no extra cost. Complimentary Lyft Pink



Membership - Get preferred prices and priority services with Lyft Pink (cost $199). Free DoorDash DashPass Subscription - You'll have free shipping on all orders of $12 or more and discount fees (over $100 cost). No foreign transaction fees - the typical foreign transaction fee can be 3% of your
transaction. You won't have such fees on overseas purchases when you use your Chase Sapphire Reserve card. Purchase Protection - Use a card to buy a suitable item, and if that item is damaged, stolen or experiences an involuntary and accidental breakup, you can get up to $10,000 per claim, a
maximum of $50,000 per year. Coverage is valid for 120 days from the date of purchase. Gifts purchased for others are also covered by insurance. Refund protection - If the merchant will not take back any suitable item within 90 days of the purchase date, you can get up to $500 per item, $1,000
maximum per year. Extended warranty - Manufacturer's warranty for 3 years or less will be extended for another 1 year for suitable goods. Coverage is limited to $10,000 per claim, $50,000 for the bill. Bottom line: With powerful earning and redemption options, loan statements for specific purchases,
worldwide access to the lounge, and a long list of travel and trading benefits/protection, the Chase Sapphire Reserve Card may be worth the annual fee. Alternative Travel Rewards cards While we believe the Chase Sapphire Reserve card is a great choice for travel rewards cards, here are some equally
suitable alternatives for a frequent traveler. Platinum card® from American ExpressAlso packed with a generous collection of travel insurance benefits, Amex Platinum card shines as a companion for a frequent traveler. Its benefits of access to the lounge are nothing special, plus it offers a high-end hotel
status program, car rental perks, and loan statements for specific purchases. It also earns valuable and flexible, Membership Rewards points through for the front welcome bonus and bonus earnings for the right trip. Chase Chase Preferred® CardIf you are looking for a travel credit card rewards but don't
want to pay a high annual fee, or you won't take full advantage of the benefits offered on the Chase Sapphire Reserve card, you may want to consider the Chase Sapphire Preferred Card. The card comes with many of the travel insurance benefits and protection offered by the Chase Sapphire Reserve
card, and this is one of our favorite travel rewards cards. You can learn more about all the benefits of Sapphire Preferred.Final Thoughts While a high annual fee may not be putting, the Chase Sapphire Reserve Card is packed with plenty of benefits to justify the costs - if you'll use most of these benefits.
Our focus today has been on travel insurance benefits, which in themselves can save money, provide compensation, and/or reimbursement if your trip is disrupted. But there is added value in all the other benefits offered on the map. Priority Pass Select membership, for example, will set you back as
much as $429 each year, plus $32 for each guest per visit. The Priority Pass membership, which comes with the Chase Sapphire Reserve card, offers unlimited access for the card holder and allows 2 additional guests for free. The card also comes with a $300 travel loan, $60 in DoorDash statement
loans each year, and up to $100 for global entry or TSA PreCheck fees. If you can take advantage, the card may be worth it. For platinum card fares and fees® from American Express, click here. In here. chase sapphire reserve additional card benefits. chase sapphire reserve additional card holder
benefits. amex platinum card benefits vs chase sapphire reserve. chase sapphire reserve card benefits guide
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